Permission To Protest

While there was no assembly on Viet Nam on Wednesday of the moratorium, the school administration did grant permission to remain home from school to students who submitted written permission from their parents. A moratorium is scheduled each month until the Viet Nam war is ended.

Meet The Teach

Parents’ Night will be Tuesday, October 28, starting at 7:30 p.m. The purpose of this meeting is to get the parents acquainted with their child’s program, with the supervisors, and with the student teachers.

The parents will go through the daily schedule of the student with periods lasting for fifteen minutes each. Supervisors and student teachers will try to answer questions concerning the curriculum or any facet of student activities.

Drama Club Meets

On October 2, the Drama Club elected as its officers Susan Iselin, president; Martha Miller, vice-president; Kathy Soulis, secretary; and Steven Benko, treasurer.

With the twenty dollars donated by the class of ’69, the Club decided to start a fund for the purchase of tickets to area theaters for different members of the Drama Club. These students would then report back to the Club on the plays seen.

A prize of a check or a scholarship to a summer theater workshop for the student most seriously considering a career in dramatics was also discussed at the October 9 session.

Quebecois Visit

On Thursday, October 23, Milne will once more receive the exchange of the Quebecois, Canada. Students are being recruited to host some of these French-speaking friends. Many activities are planned for the Quebecois, including a dance in Brubacher Hall, and attendance at a day’s classes.

FHA Plans Activities

The Future Home makers of America are in full swing. Plans have been made for trips to Niagara Mohawk’s Golden Glow Home, and later in the year to New York City. A pool party is also planned at the university pool late this fall. Girls in grades 9-12 may join the club until Oct. 31.
One-Armed Bandit

Last week, the Regent's scholarship exam was given to the entire senior class in—
you guessed it—Page Gym. Not only is the gym cold and damp, being a basement structure, but the lighting is less than brilli
ant. Seating for participants was provided for through the use of three convenient and comfortable arm-
desk chairs, constructed to conform to the proportions of a right-handed cardboard box, and provided with a "swollen arm" posi
tioned in such a way that the student couldn't reach it. In short, Page Gym is no place to take an exam or even an endurance
test, and if you think that something so be done about finding a decent place to administer exams before mid-year
time rolls around.
—P.R.

Annual Anathema

Just when the students had re
trusted their guard, they were hit with that annual anathema that afflicts them with painful endurance tests, and cramped several
years. This was the first of what will probably be repeated onslaughts of Schedule C and D.

These abominable devices are ap
parently used in order to help the Main Office, the Library, God, the C.A. and Mom keep tabs on just what the background is of each student, and his hourly position, with the new-fangled advent of photocopying, it would seem that a better way than the present arm bounding, time-consuming method can be found. Approximately six cards can fit in a Xeroxer at a throw, bringing the total cost to about two on a card.

The Milne students being a fairly affluent group, it seems that they could afford to pay a whole dime or so per semester in order to keep their whereabouts known.

Sara

Circle
Depression
A dent in life.
A hole in death.
An entrance to eternity.
Eternity.
Dwelling of the soul.
Soul.
The essence of the mind.
Mind.
A thing affected by mood.
Mood.
Depression.

Phooey
Tell somebody how you feel.
Tell them that you hurt inside.
They'll laugh and say—
That's nice.
Phooey.
—Sara Boonmiller

Yield, Varlet!

Skulking through the high grass, the editors of the C&W secretly ap
proach a group of unsuspecting females, reported by usually reliable sources to be passing the time in the Main Orifice. The girls continue quietly chatting.
Suddenly, one of them detects a noise. She takes a quick look behind and is sur
prised to see a man! She cries to the
others who brace for the attack, but
—too late.
The girls are bound and gagged,
and surreptitiously brought up to
THE TYPING ROOM. It looks like curtains for them. But hark! It appears that indeed Mr. Lewis is approaching, ready to save the poor damals.

Edward Lewis, dressed in gleaming armor, takes a hack saw out of his back pocket and removes the glass from the window. He has been bound to the typewriters. "You can't do that!" complains Ye Lewis, his face a livid shade of blue on the poor if nefarious editors.

"Then what other courses may we take?" White Knight?"., waif the editors.

"That is your decision. But I shall continue to uphold the laws of chivalry and fair play so long as I am advisor of the C&W."

"Could you ask Mr. Yolles to be our advisor?" suggests Mr. Lewis.

But a better plan was decided upon. The typewriter. Debbie Yudis, Laura Brown—were offered Vermont, three million dollars. Their names supplied by LSD.

Being kindhearted, and noting the
revolvers in our hands, these three
and the other efficient and brilli
females turned down our offers of compensation and agreed on helping us out, out of the goodness of their hearts. Stephen Benko was later threatened into joining the squad by Big Brother.

Others who wish to contribute time or articles to the C&W are en
couraged to do so. Negotiations with the Vermont Chamber of Commerce are now under way.

The 1969 Murray Awards

While seniors were sluggishly plodding through the Regent's Scholar
ship exam, Miss Murray was continually and quietly walking up and down the rows of quick-recall-and-guess machines. What was she pacing for? Did she suspect someone of "giving away the exam's six long hours?" Miss Murray decided that she could learn more about the Survivors of 1970 just by accurate observa

No. To pass away the exam's six long hours, Miss Murray decided that she could learn more about the Survivors of 1970 just by accurate observa

Awards winners in the category of Best Scratcher are: Carol Morgan

stern, Head Hutchie, Gayle Yugada, Best Back Scratcher; and JoAna Popolizio, Best Knee Scratcher.

The specially appointed detective

S. Levitz, G. Manasse, S.

J. Soffer, L. Aronowitz, M. Bach

J. Iseman, J. Lapidus, B. Orsini,

Thirteen boy and seventeen girl hair twisters were spotted, with the
Best Variety of Hair Twisting belonging to Sandy Campoli.

The balance and teamwork of the Mets was shown once again in the New York their first pennant.

The Mets manager introduced a new baseball strategy, this year, losing every move and running. Hodges juggled his line-up daily to meet the varying strengths of the other teams in the league. Since he used no set-lineup, all the players saw a great deal of action and were all responsible for the Mets' victory. This innovation was the key to the Mets' success this

With the season drawing to a close, the Mets is to play six games in front of the Amazin's on August 14. However, Durocher's club, mentally and physically fa

The Mets pennant, which was riding a winning streak and were rapidly closing in on first place. By the end of the season, the New
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